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SOMETHING "BIGGER" THAN THE 
BETHLEHEM BACH FESTIVALS 

By CHARLES D. ISAACSON 

IT is over half a year since I made a pilgrimage to the city of 
Bethlehem, and sat at the feet of old Bach. Ever since, the 
festival has been alive in my memory. And yet something 

"bigger" than the event has been arousing the propagandist in 
me. What is being done in Bethlehem by the citizens of the town, 
by Dr. Wolle, the conductor, by Charles H. Schwab, the million- 
aire patron, by the university officials, by the musicians-won- 
derful as it is, inspiring as it is, artistic and beautiful as it is- 
is made pygmy by the something "bigger" which it suggests 
to my mind for action. 

* * 

Every year Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, holds its now famous 
cycle of Bach classics. The choir and organist are assisted by well- 
known singers and an orchestra that are imported. Doctor J. Fred 
Wolle conducts. Some of the wealthy people underwrite the 
expenses. The large hall is packed to standing-room for every 
session, and out on the lawn thousands listen without charge. 
Indoors the audience consists of pilgrims from all over the States. 
The performance is excellent. The metropolitan newspapers 
carry a stick or so about the music. 

"Very beautiful, very beautiful," say the visitors, and they 
go home and maybe they come again, and maybe they do not. 
All of the facts mentioned are, in a way, very ordinary. The 
Bach Festival, viewed purely as a musical function, deserves 
little more attention or comment than any other big musical 
event at Carnegie Hall or Symphony Hall or the Chicago 
Auditorium. 

As performers of Bach, the Bethlehem musicians are gifted 
and inspired. True, but so are the Vatican choristers, so are 
the Metropolitan Opera choristers, so are all the orchestras, 
ensembles, organists, conductors; and many another festival 
chorus, small or large, manifests the same degree of unselfish 
devotion to the cause of good music. 
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What, then, lifts the Bach festivals at Bethlehem far out of 
the ordinary and what is it that makes them suggest something 
still greater, something "bigger"? 

Here is a community's pride. Here is a development which 
is ingrained in the social life of the residents. It is the daily 
gossip and romance of the citizens. It is as much a part of the 
household cares and routine as the winter preserves and the 
summer crops and the daily business. It is the pet of the whole 
population, not of a selected sect or set. The storekeepers are 
as much in the game as the trombone choir. The school-teachers 
are no more intimate with the details than the bell-boy at the 
hotel. Nearly every family has at least one representative in the 
chorus or the trombone choir, or among the reception committee 
or the ushers or the publicity men. It is the regret of one's life 
to be without a relative in the Festival. But worse than claiming 
no relative in the music would be the disappointment of the 
villager in permitting a Festival to pass without being present for 
a session or more. During the Festival the discussion everywhere 
is about the music, the visitors, "the greatest annual we ever had." 
For weeks afterward, the event remains the most important topic 
of conversation, giving place finally to just one other matter 
more serious-the next Festival! 

As I write these words, I have before me the record of a con- 
versation heard in a Bethlehem grocery store. The proprietor 
was engaged in quite a heated argument over the particular Bach 
chorale which he believed should surely be included next June! 
The customer was willing to bet that the grocer was wrong, that 
Dr. Wolle would never think of including it; the customer was 
in favor of a totally different chorale, one of the later masterpieces. 

What does this mean? What is the real significance of the 
incident? Year in and year out ordinary every-day folks of all 
types and conditions, rich and poor and healthy and strong, 
chatter about the music of Johann Sebastian Bach. Para- 
dox of paradoxes! It is as though one were to say that the 
baseball teams of the National Baseball League were leaders in a 
movement to spread Socrates! That the subway crews of New 
York were heart and soul in a plan to raise a monument to Dante. 
That the longshoremen of Hoboken were madly in love with the 
ninety teachings of Confucius! 

When many musicians themselves still inwardly shudder at 
Bach and put him on their recital programs because it is the 
tradition to open with something cold and academic; when many 
musicians still consider Bach an antiquated, unsympathetic, 
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lifeless composer-what should be expected of the people? The 
paradox grows as Bethlehem's marvel spreads on the canvas. 

Yet there is nothing extraordinary about the people of Beth- 
lehem. They are not martyrs, saints or intellectual paragons. 
In fact, they are very ordinary. Bethlehem is a manufacturing 
town. Among other things, the encyclopedia-authority says: 

Bethlehem: a borough of Northampton and Lehigh Counties on 
North bank of Lehigh River. Population (1910), 12,837.... 

During the war of the Independence, part of its well-known Mora- 
vian seminary was used as a general hospital of the continental army. 
... Among the borough's industrial establishments the manufactories 
of iron and steel are the most important, but it also manufactures brass, 
zinc, and silk and knit goods. The municipality owns and operates 
its own waterworks .... 

Bethlehem has often been called the American Bayreuth .... 

The paradox grows, indeed, as the consideration of Bethle- 
hem's love of Bach appears to be the supreme interest in the 
communal life of the town. 

The father of modern music, the head of our musical family 
tree, the popular idol of a thriving, rushing, bustling commercial 
American city! The cantor of Leipzig, the patron saint of a 
population of common business people and professional families! 

* * 

It was a soft, balmy day in late May when we arrived in 
Bethlehem. The town is situated in the heart of the beautiful 
Pennsylvania country. The roads are well kept, the houses are 
spick-and-span. The river runs through the center of the town, 
separating the factory section from the homes. The chimney 
spires rise like sky-giants, belching forth smoke in clouds such as 
precede a thunder-storm. The steel works spread and sprawl over 
hundreds of acres, reaching down to the waterfront and stretching 
to the outskirts. A massive span-bridge colors the commercial 
aspect of the picture. Bright, modern stores show alluring 
windows to the passer-by; hundreds of automobiles give a metro- 
politan touch to the scene; smart street-cars, with smart conductors 
and motormen, are crowded all the time; in the mornings, earlier 
than seven o'clock, girls and men are rushing to their jobs; in the 
evening the city is as lively as New York. The lights twinkle, 
the place is busy and wide-awake. 

A very modern city. A very business-like city. 
On the other side of the river are the homes and the other 

stores, and the hills and Lehigh University. There is much 
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open space and a beautiful view of the country. There are some 
old land-marks-the Moravian settlement, the Moravian sem- 
inary, the chapel, the remains of colonial days and revolutionary 
days, and early American days. The guide shows the spinet 
which entertained George Washington and Benjamin Franklin 
and James Madison; she points out the pulpit where the early 
Moravian ministers preached, and the very spot where the mission- 
aries addressed the Indians. 

This, the guide insists, is the place where the Indians were 
halted one Thanksgiving night as they were about to massacre 
the population-halted by the sound of music in the chapel, 
halted by the belief that it was the Great Spirit murmuring his 
protection to the white folk. Further, the guide leads to where 
the Revolutionary soldiers were nursed, and where the little 
Colonial ladies were taught to read and sing. 

A very historical city-a very quiet, studious city. 
But the people? They talk about selling their goods as any- 

body else does. They dress the same. They are the same. It is 
beyond contradiction that there is nothing about Bethlehem and 
its people which makes for a different set of conditions from those 
which apply elsewhere. Bethlehem is a regular American city. 

The only outstanding characteristic is the musical idea. And 
that is inbred by years of training. If in the earlier days the 
Oberammergau Passion Play had been introduced, it, instead, 
would be the big idea, except that naturally other religions would 
be excluded; if the scheme of performing Shakespeare's plays had 
been proposed and followed, that would be the driving motive, 
except that fewer could participate, because a limited number 
could understand and feel the message. If it had been the custom 
to hold Grecian dancing pageants, that would be the town's hobby, 
except that dancing is not as uplifting and could never have been 
so fundamental in its appeal as Bach. 

When the visitors went to the Packer Memorial Church to 
hear the performance, they found the lawns covered with thou- 
sands of villagers, who sat on the grass under the great shade 
trees. Townspeople stood eagerly peering into the edifice. They 
held scores of the Bach Chorale and were poring over the notes 
and the words. The chorus of katy-dids and crickets gave a 
character to the stilly atmosphere-for the people were silent as 
they waited. The visitors entered the high-roofed church. In 
the darkish twilight of the chapel every seat was occupied. At 
the front, under the altar and in a white light that streamed 
through the side windows, was the chorus. They were banked 
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against the pipes of the majestic organ with the golden tongues. 
The women in white,the men behind them-several hundred singers. 
An orchestra was in the front, and the soloists sat with folded hands. 

This is the interesting thing about the chorus, these highly 
trained students of Bach: The personnel reads something like 
this: housewife, housewife, saleslady, manager's wife, steel-worker, 
housewife, clerk, etc., etc. There are the workers, the daughters 
and wives of the workers. There are the foremen, the managers, 
there are the millionaires in the chorus. There are the pupils 
and teachers from the university. Nearly every family of Beth- 
lehem is represented. 

At the moment of three o'clock, the director comes to his 
place and lifts his hands. The music starts, ever so faintly, but 
increases and increases to a burst of sound so tremendous that it 
is awe-inspiring. Sopranos and tenors and basses and altos blend 
marvelously. One is lifted completely out of one's self, and carried 
into the upper regions of rarified ideals. 

The man Wolle, the director, is a fine figure of a man. He 
has a genial smile and he loves his work. He is Bach's disciple in 
America. He is everybody's friend, from the wealthiest patron 
to the lowliest clerk in town. 

This is not a review of the music. The dailies have carried 
the criticisms and will carry the criticisms of the next Festival. 
There exists an excellent summary of the entire history of the 
movement, as told in Raymond Walters' book. This volume 
reviews the development of Bethlehem's music from the earliest 
days, shows how the expenses have been underwritten and gives 
intimate pictures of the workers. As a guide to other community 
workers who would attempt to follow suit, a perusal of Mr. 
Walters' book will prove invaluable. 

My endeavor here is to find the meaning of the work; to point 
out the principles which underlie the activities, and the something 
"bigger" which is in the movement, which can be transplanted 
anywhere. Bethlehem has proved that music can be made a 
genuine civic enterprise; not the sort of namby-pamby enterprise 
indulged in by some cities; not the sort of activity of a "Civic 
Music Association," which is just the high-flown name of a clique; 
not the political treadmill of some new-fangled mayors. Bethle- 
hem has demonstrated that there is something in music capable 
of dominating the collective mind of a community, and providing 
a vehicle that can be universally popular. 

One who would go about making another Bethlehem might 
safely follow the example of the Pennsylvania town. He may 
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enter the task with the assurance that an experiment is under way 
which is not contrary to human nature and American constitu- 
tionality. The mouths of the teachers of pessimism are stilled by 
Bethlehem. Whenever another gentleman remarks on the futility 
of extending the circle of musicians, let him talk on and then 
quietly whisper in his ear, "Go to Bethlehem." He will quote 
arguments beyond measure on American taste, and its failure to 
respond to good music. He will state the number of hundred 
million sheets of rag-time compositions which are sold every year. 
He will compare the vaudeville audiences with the concert audien- 
ces. He will tell you that artists cannot get their pay out of a 
debut recital. He will say that Shakespeare and Rostand and 
Dunsany and Ibsen go unheralded and unsung, while George M. 
Cohan, Al Woods and Irving Berlin are knighted and crowned 
with laurel. He will point to the newspapers and show the front 
page headlines on murders, rape and bigamy; the full page rhetoric 
on base-ball, foot-ball and indoor hockey; the columns devoted 
to the epics of how to keep'the menus in order and how to beautify 
the fading complexion and how to keep your sweetheart's love 
torrid-and then with malicious glare he will exhibit a bare three 
inches on last night's musical events. The gentleman with the 
pessimistic trend will tell you how the operatic society died and 
how the Philadelphia orchestra came near bankruptcy and how 
the poor young singer goes through the tortures of the inferno 
to reach a goal situated about Fortieth Street and Broadway, 
New York City. 

All of this he will tell me, and I will shake my head up and 
down, which is the affirmative, and tell him that he is right as 
far as he goes, but that he stops too soon. And that he had 
better take a trip as far as Bethlehem, the new Jerusalem of music, 
at once! 

Generalizing is the curse of all logic. To generalize on music 
from now until doomsday will lead nowhere. But when one 
"gets down to brass tacks," then results develop. Generalize 
about newspapers: it is true that newspapers are not fair to music. 
But particularize, make a campaign of common sense and per- 
severance to win over a newspaper, and then watch for results. 
To illustrate the point, I may be pardoned if I quote the particular 
case where it fell to my lot to break down the conventional 
generalization concerning newspapers, and in the hardest city in the 
world. In New York City, the Globe is to-day devoting more space 
to music than to any other feature, outside of sports. It is not 
uncommon for musical events to gravitate to the first page. More 
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especially, the Globe has fostered musical education and has 
sponsored free concerts to spread musical propaganda throughout 
New York. By July, 1920, over twelve hundred concerts will 
have been given free to the people; and the total population 
reached in this manner will have topped the two million mark. 

Generalize about singers; but it would be easy to list here 
dozens and dozens of young artists who have won high places 
with no more difficulty than a similar number of young people 
in any other walk of life would have encountered to get as far. 

Generalize about operatic societies that flounder on the rocks. 
Of course there must be efficient management. Where is a better 
example to offer in a particularizing way than the "Society of 
American Singers?" These artists, under the direction of William 
Wade Hinshaw, have combatted every tradition. They are 
singing opera in English (you could never make a success of this, 
one tradition has it). They are singing grand opera and light 
opera (you can never do both schools together, runs another 
tradition). They are singing with only American artists (the 
public won't go to a company which doesn't offer foreigners as 
bait, runs still another tradition). They are making an extended 
run of over thirty weeks (a long season can never be launched, 
goes the last tradition). 

To return to Bethlehem, here is the example par excellence 
in particularizing, an example which should be both a flaunt at 
traditions, and an impetus to dreamers and idealists. If the 
musician is going to put up his armor and spear because he is 
afraid, then he will never be music's champion in the new world. 
But if his spirit is high, if his aims are mighty, if his ambition is 
undaunted, he may immediately get ready to be the maker of a 
new Bethlehem. But beware of confusing the community chorus 
plan with the Bethlehem plan! 

How did Bethlehem become the center of such an intense 
musical interest? By years of endeavor?-Yes! By universality 
of appeal?-Undoubtedly! By massing of professions and busi- 
nesses?-Precisely! By publicity?-Bravo, by publicity indeed! 

Some of Bethlehem's own leaders will combat me in declaring 
the possibilities of extending the idea. They will insist that 
Bethlehem's musical history is an old one-that it has been 
developing since pre-Revolutionary days. That is true. But the 
handicap is not difficult to overcome. There can be quicker 
progress, because it is not necessary now to go over all the ground 
which was covered in the evolutionary progress of the Bethlehem 
enterprise. Conditions are different. Interest in music is greater 
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and more widespread. It is my personal feeling, based on five 
years of propaganda with the New York Globe's activities, that 
it would take a very short time to make a noticeable impression 
on any community. Let us suppose that an ambitious set of 
individuals were determined to make the town of San Antonio, 
Texas, the musical city of the South. Within one year, the thing 
would begin to take root, and show results. Within five years, 
it could be made the talk of the country; within a generation it 
would be as much a civic entity as that of Bethlehem. 

Universality of appeal! What has so universal a message as 
music? Surely no sport, no commercial drive, no educational 
scheme, has such a grip on a community. Try to mass a town 
on any idea; not a single one can be found which has so general a 
pull on every kind of citizen as that of a music-festival. There is 
no taint of gain-it is an art-project. There is something uplifting 
and yet not sanctimonious. If the project were the control of a 
market, it would gain some business men and lose the women. 
If the project were the development of a monument or a park, 
what would be the inner joy to the participants? 

Publicity! Is it not easy to understand the peculiar psycho- 
logical effect on every Bethlehemite, of the publicity which the 
project brings to the town? Bethlehem advanced in public at- 
tention when the festivals attained to national prominence. Out- 
siders turned their eyes upon the spot on the map, and made the 
journey. The post-office felt the larger mail. The residents found 
their friends on the outside "looking up" to them. The local 
newspaper discovered a project around which it could write eter- 
nally and furnish outside newspapers with matter to clip-with 
credit! It takes no stretch of the imagination to realize that 
residents, especially shop-keepers, felt the necessity of sprucing 
up and getting in shape so that these visitors would not find the 
local minds wanting! 

Thus develop local pride, local unity, intelligence. Not for 
one moment would I try to create the impression that every 
Bethlehemite has become a musician and an expert on Bach. 
Oh, no! But I do believe that there is not a single Bethlehemite 
who is not now acquainted with Bach and chorales and good 
music. 

Dr. Wolle, the director of it all, is a keen student of humanity. 
He chose Bach, if not consciously, then by inspiration, because 
Bach is a vessel which cannot be emptied. Being so inexhaustible, 
the singers cannot encompass the wisdom of Bach in a moment. 
They can never find the last of Bach, values! At first they can 
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only get a taste of the beauty-then the beauty grows on them; 
and the first taste of wisdom is had. Then the wisdom grows on 
them, and the infinite goodness and religious fervor dawns on 
them. Then these grow on the singers, and the inspiration is 
tasted, and so forth. Why worship a man who is less than a god? 
This is why Bach has proven such an ideal choice for Bethlehem- 
and why Bach will always be the saint of Bethlehem. Bach is 
not dry, or academic-again tradition is dealt a death-blow. 
Bach is supremely human, supremely beautiful. He was a man 
who suffered, he was a man who loved, he was a home-man, a 
father, a husband, a gardener, a hater of tyrants, a lover of friends. 
A man with enemies, a man who came from a family of artists, 
but who made his own art, who conceived his own schools, a man 
of simplicity of taste and catholicity of appreciation. One who 
lived in the country and visited in the city, who adored the 
church-loft, and knew the joy of the organ. He could wash the 
dishes at night, and go then to his scores, and pat his wife on the 
head between bars, writing never to go back; suffering because of 
pigmy rivals who stood in his way and barked at him; and dying, 
as he lived, alone with his family, his organ, his music. 

There is a figure to love-and Bach is growing alive in Beth- 
lehem. I have not heard that a marble statue is to be erected to 
his memory; but a imuch finer monument has been built in the 
hearts of the people! And in my mind's eye I could see Bach 
enjoying it all immensely! 

To sum up: 
1. Bethlehem's music is really of the people and hence is significant. 
2. Bethlehem's music is of a sort to change their whole character and 

bring beauty ever-increasing to the business and domestic life of 
the community. 

3. Bethlehem's music is making the town the Mecca of musicians. 
4. Bethlehem's experiment suggests something "bigger," which can be 

followed, and will be followed throughout the States, until there 
is a counterpart in every section of the country. 

5. Bach, Beethoven, Mozart, Wagner, MacDowell, Brahms, Gluck, 
Haydn, Handel-and others are calling to be brought to life in 
a community like Bethlehem. It is not necessary to take only 
one; it is not even necessary to follow a fixed idea, though that 
is to be preferred. 

The something "bigger" than the Bach Festivals at Bethle- 
hem will be the sum total of the civic musical festivals in Akron, 
Belleville, Cleveland, Davenport, Easton, Fargo, Galveston, Ham- 
mond-and so on throughout the alphabet of the land! 
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